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I am quite happy for my name to be made public but I would not be able
to attend a public hearing.
Public Transport Options.
The proposed plan to cut the 107 and 108 buses is unacceptable.
Ratepaying citizens deserve more respect than to lose a service upon
which they depend and have contributed towards. Granted ,these two
routes may not be as profitable yet as they service an area that is
expanding and the population is growing. On Cavendish Rd,there is a new
Retirement Village nearing completion whose residents deserve a bus
service to meet their needs in their twilight years.That is called caring.
Surely officials can see the merit of providing for the needs of the
citizens,not just balancing the books. Yes,profit is necessary to pay the
bills but we all know that some routes will make a handsome profit and
this must go towards propping up those routes which are not yet so
lucrative.
Perhaps those much wanted and anticipated salary increases will have to
wait while the many school students, including international students
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who we all know contribute so much to our national and
regional income can travel comfortably on our city buses.
In this north west area of town,no parents should have to pay for taxis or
drive their students to other connecting bus stops because Ecan deems it
unprofitable to keep the 107 and 108 buses running.
Could it be considered to reduce the frequency of the schedule outside
of peak times,to hourly instead of every 25 minutes? I am sure retired
folk are flexible enough to adapt as they have reached this stage of their
life with some inconveniences and would be very happy to simply access
a nearby bus service which they are paying for.
Yes,business is business,we all know that well but what should set us
apart from the ethic of pure monetary analysis and profitability,is a
practical yet caring decision to reflect the needs of our citizens.
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